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Choosing your company
for a successful life
journey.
The acid test of a good
plan lies in the
successful actualization
of such plans.

P

lans do not fulfill themselves, men make it happen. The acid test
of a good plan lies in the successful actualization of such plans.
Let’s now focus on how to bring our plans to fruition. Obviously, the primary responsibility to actualize a plan is with the author
himself. This is why self preparation is a critical ingredient for successful
living. Every man must make a choice and will live with the consequences of such choices.

A lack of personal choice is an election
for unpredictability. No excuse is
acceptable for an absence of self
responsibility especially for adults!! That
said, I strongly believe man is not the
sole architect of himself, in the same
way that he cannot create himself. The
man that therefore seeks and relies on
super human help is wise indeed. God is
the architect of man and of his world.
A diligent pursuit of God and
seeking his help is the way to a life of
ease and success. I strongly believe what
the Bible says: the fear of God is the
beginning of knowledge. The fear, as
in reverence and deference to God and
his instructions would put you in touch
with the true secrets of successful living.
Life and the world did not just evolve
(nothing in the world does: there’s
always a cause and effect!) , God created
them. Only He has all the ‘source codes
and passwords ‘ and it is important you
get Him on your company or rather
more appropriately you get on His
company.

Let me add here that you
can only get customized help
and attention from God if you
belong to His company and
secondly, He has an
uncompromising qualifying
criteria and code of conduct
which everyone who wishes to
belong to that company must
comply with. The first step is
thus to get to know this criteria
and get on this ride... then your
actualization of a great life just
got the biggest boost it can ever
ever get...
The beauty about getting
on God’s bandwagon is that He
puts across your path human
help that would partner with
and help you along your life’s
journey. Sounds familiar? You
come across some people and
it feels like you have met
angels, messengers from
heaven in human form to help
you when and where you are
most vulnerable!! Sure they
are. And how great that is! On
the contrary, one does not only
feel vulnerable without
supernatural help, one is
defenseless indeed. When One
comes across human blockers,
tormentors, sadist others call
them, there is no guaranteed
succor.

There are two categories of people in your life:
those chosen by God for you and those whom
you choose.
Your family : parents , siblings and relations
are chosen by God and they are the first
human help I believe God has set on our path
to assist us with actualizing our destiny. None
of us, can choose our biological parents and
siblings/ relations. Our life story is incomplete
without them and the discerning man/woman
should pay attention to them! Do not get me
wrong: some of us do not get an easy ride with
everyone in our families, but even then, more
often than not they play a vital role in
moulding who we become. In many
cases, poor handling gives rise to these
negative outcomes and we would deal with
that subsequently.

Those chosen by God for you e.g Your Family.

None of us, can choose our
biological parents and
siblings/ relations.

It is the sole responsibility
of every one to choose and
assemble the second
category of people and for
definition’s sake, I would
refer to them as
‘our company’ These are
made up of our covenant
partner- spouse, friends,
sponsors, mentors,
coaches, and
acquaintances. Our
‘carefully chosen’ company,
are a source of formidable
strength and support. The
key is to choose right!!!

those whom you choose.

Lastly, let’s describe the
members of our company
and their roles to provide
better insight into their
helpfulness.

Our covenant partner
This is our partner (not partners!)
taken through covenant by marriage. The
marriage institution is divinely instituted
to provide ‘ suitable help’ for man during
his earthly life’ s journey. It is only effective
when it is properly established by covenant
or a life long commitment and not by ‘a
for better for stay, for worse for go ‘contract
that is unfortunately prevalent today. I
believe however, that marriage is
optional. For those who exercise this
option, our spouse is ideally the most
committed, complementary and suitable
human help we have as ADULTS. They
effectively take over from our parents who
are our human pillars as babies and
children. Just like our parents, our spouse
determine the course of our lives and
contribute significantly to the achievement
of our destiny. Without them, our life goals
can be achieved, however with them, goals
are achieved either more easily or with
much more difficulty, the outcome is
always different.

Without
them our
life goals
can be
achieved
However
with them,
they are
achieved
more easily!!

Our friends and Acquaintances.
happiness for you. A friend is
A friend is a person whom one
someone who will come with you
knows and with whom one has a
when you have to do boring things
bond of mutual affection,
like watch bad recitals, go to stuffy
typically exclusive of sexual or
parties, or wait in boring lobbies.
family relations. This is someone
You don’t even think about who’s
you love and who loves you,
talking or who’s listening in a
someone you respect and who
conversation with a friend.
respects you, someone whom you
A friend is someone for whom
trust and who trusts you. A friend you’re willing to change your
is honest and makes you want to be opinions. A friend is someone you
honest, too. A friend is loyal.
look forward to seeing and who
A friend is someone who is
looks forward to seeing you:
happy to spend time with you
someone you like so much, it
doing absolutely nothing at all;
doesn’t matter if you share interests
someone who doesn’t mind driving or traits. A friend is someone you
you on stupid errands, who will get like so much, you start to like the
up at midnight just because you
things they like. A friend is a
want to go on an adventure, and
partner, not a leader or a follower.
who doesn’t have to talk to
An acquaintance is someone
communicate with you.
you know and who knows you
A friend is someone who not casually but the commitment and
only doesn’t care if you’re ugly
affection is not as strong as that of
or boring, but doesn’t even think
a friend. Many times friendships
about it; someone who forgives
start as acquaintances but some
you no matter what you do, and
never grow into friendships for
someone who tries to help you
many reasons. However both
even when they don’t know how.
persons are willing to go ahead
A friend is someone who tells you with a casual relationship which
if you’re being stupid, but who
can be cut off at will by any of the
doesn’t make you feel stupid.
partners any time in the future.
A friend is someone who
would sacrifice their life and

A friend is someone who is happy to
spend time with you doing
absolutely nothing at all; someone who
doesn’t mind driving you on stupid
errands, who will get up at midnight
just because you want to go on an
adventure, and who doesn’t have to talk
to communicate with you.

Sponsors, Mentors and Coaches.
A sponsor is a person who vouches for or is responsible for a person. The sponsor usually makes a pledge or promise on behalf of another. Sponsors may or may not be family relations but they do not often
have close family ties. The most common motivation for sponsorship
is that the sponsor knows the individual quite well and reasonably intimately, believes in the person and is willing to commit to , be associated
with and support his vision. He may or may not be a mentor and or his
friend.

A mentor is an experienced and trusted adviser. Mentorship is a
relationship in which a more experienced or more knowledgeable person helps to guide a less experienced or less knowledgeable person. The
mentor may be older or younger than the person being mentored, but
she or he must have a certain area of expertise. The mentor may or may
not be family relations.
A coach is usually someone who gives a special teaching in a particular subject, especially in order to prepare them for a specific mission
and or time. They may or may not be financially remunerated. Rarely, do
coaches stay throughout one’s life time but the duration depends on how
the type of subject matter being taught!!.
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